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SKYY CONSULTING LTD March 2021 semi – annual newsletter 

 
Dear friends and clients  

 

It seems like only yesterday that we shared our Autumn wishes and here we are now, 

privileged once again, ready to welcome new life in the Spring of 2021.  

 

Although it is more than a year after the world's attention shifted to the defining event of 

2020, the pandemic and the subsequent measures that changed everyone's life, the world is 

still affected in so many ways. 

We are going through uncertain and turbulent times that no one had predicted, however 

despite the real or perceived threats that dominate the world this period, there are reasons 

for optimism.  

Despite the virus variants that are occasionally announced and a gloomy economic picture 

that it is being described by the experts, there's a general consensus that we are at the 

beginning of the end of this ordeal. The history of the world has consistently shown that 

pandemics and turbulent periods are necessary to challenge the status quo and are usually 

followed by periods of booming growth and prosperity. 

Although the mathematics of each pandemic period vary dramatically from case to case, 

whenever disaster occurs it is important to look into the past and then try and exercise a 

forward-thinking capacity.   

 

~ A global growth recovery is projected for 2021 which is expected to vary across national 

economies depending on the availability of medical tools, the effectiveness of national 

policies and the regional geopolitical characteristics.  
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~ Joe Biden the 46th US President declared that "America is back" and on the frontline of 

the global struggle to find solutions on crucial issues such as the pandemic, the economy 

and climate change. A statement of strong symbolism that one could say that it globally 

intensifies the desire for normality. Looking forward in unison is what can actually make the 

world a safer and more democratic place. 

 

~ The departure of the UK from the European Union inevitably creates a new state of things 

in the world of security and diplomacy in which the UK can play a very important role. 

According to analysts the post Brexit period has started of with a British triumph on the front 

of the covid-19 vaccinations where the UK chose to buy and approve vaccines before any 

other country and without having to wait for approvals by slower Euro mechanisms 

something that most EU members had/have to do. An argument under discussion, probably 

once more, is whether Britain's freedom to decide and act solo is best to be exercised in or 

out a single market. 

 

~ On the island of Aphrodite most people believe that the recent covid-19 numbers hardly 

justify the stringent measures imposed. Social scepticism and public anger are growing in 

a period when the pandemic coincided with news on allegedly corrupt politicians related 

with the "golden passports" program which is now terminated, with the prolonged political 

status quo in the Cyprus dispute and the various other allegedly arbitrary actions on 

society by some authority related agents. 

According to related economic projections the second half of the year is expected to be kind 

on the local economy particularly in sectors such as retailing and tourism. 

 

~ At SKYY CONSULTING LTD we are knowledge enthusiasts. Based on our experience, 

the dynamic exchange of true knowledge along with honesty and consistent pursuit of an 

agreed action plan, build trust and confidence and respond to highly complex real estate 

cases and challenging goals and expectations.  

At present, alongside our ongoing construction projects and property assignments we are 

called to respond to the demand for information and guidance by home owners for the new 

energy saving grant scheme which is launched in March and it concerns comprehensive 

energy upgrades of existing homes.  

Design-Build of near net zero energy homes, the successful management of title deeds 

cases, land and building divisions and generally the value maximization of immovable 

property, remain our main activities as consultants. 



 

Welcoming spring with all its glory is undoubtedly a moment to be grateful. It is also a 

moment to stick to reason with optimism and through the resurrection of nature that follows 

the cold season as day follows night, to reinforce faith. 

 

Be well and happy and speak soon 

 

 

  

             Disclaimers:  

• This newsletter contains information obtained from publicly available sources.  

• Any views expressed herein are strictly personal and we are not responsible for any actions taken 
based on it. The content of this newsletter is not advice and it should not be treated as such. For any 
matter of your interest please seek expert’s assistance. 

• Any disclosure, copying, or distribution of the content of this newsletter or the taking of any action 

based on it without our consent is strictly prohibited.   
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